INTRODUCTION
In many cases, computers do not play any role in a crime but they may be used as evidence to prove a crime has occurred. By using computers as a media of conversation, people consider that the computer as a tool to plan or to commit a crime. For example, few cases of homicide and child abuse revealed that a communication has taken place between the children and the pedophiles through the archived chatting data, which in turn is used as evidence in the court [16] . The underlying meaning behind every word used as communication between the suspect and the victim is the main motivation of this research.
Chat programs like AOL, ICQ, Yahoo Messenger, and MSN Messenger [13] has become increasingly popular among the Internet users. These programs are regularly updated to newer versions for upgrading purposes such as application of patches to security holes [1, 19] . However recently, there are many changes on the communication protocols to support products that are able to handle Yahoo "chat".
Previous investigation of Microsoft Network (MSN) Messenger version 7.5 by Dickson [6] proves that the application will leave behind traces on the hard disk after every usage. In subsequent research of MSN version 8.0, Dongen [9] concludes that based on settings, contact files and log files with signatures could easily be analyzed as artifacts left behind after every chat.
Similarly, Yahoo Messenger (YM) also uses data files to store a variety of information concerning the use of its facilities, particularly file transfers and connections [7, 8] . This means that YM chat services may be used to prove that suspect and victim have been in contact with each other. Nonetheless, existing criminal investigation mainly concern on analysis of artifacts left behind as the log files during a chat.
II. RELATED WORK
The purpose of a Natural Language Processing (NLP) system is to understand the underlying meaning of speech utterances or text sentences that are being transmitted, irrespective of the medium; written versus spoken or static documents versus dynamic dialogues. Previous research on NLP applications are stochastic in nature, tagged with lexical, syntactic, and semantic information. Zitzen and Stein [20] present a linguistic theory for chatting based on pragmatic, social, and discourse communication properties.
One of the key features that can be used to distinguish a chat between written and spoken is by using the notion of context of production and context of use, where context of _____________________________ 978-1-4244-4520-2/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE use for chat is much closer to spoken language as compared to written discourse such as letter writing and email [15] . On the other hand, Sacks et al. [18] propose the turn-taking concepts that generate two driving forces in spoken conversation, which are avoidance of silence and avoidance of overlapping talking.
Freiermuth [11] advocates for the need to address the potential impact of a chat application. He uses grammatical and functional features based on cognitive approach by Chafe and Danielewica [5] . Five categories of features identified are vocabulary variety, vocabulary register, syntactic integration, sentence-level conjoining, and involvement and detachment.
Since chat is closer to written language in terms of vocabulary size, training data from the written domain might be preferred for a part-of-speech (POS) tagging application. In this research, we consider eight parts of speech elements to tag the lexicon, which are noun, pronoun, adjective, verb, adverb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection. The POS classes are also associated with other specific meaning, for example as determinant, auxiliary, or modal. Several higher order NLP applications rely on POS tagging as a pre-processing step to identify nouns and other important cue words as part of speech tags [12, 14] .
III. DATA COLLECTION
Data acquisition in this research takes into account the nature of the data collected in resolution of the problem. As we are facing with data constraint, this research collected chatting data from cyber criminal databases based on real cases. Nine cases of criminal chatting involved in this research are grouped into three categories as the following: Table 1 shows the summary of data collected with suspect and victim utterances in a criminal chatting corpus. 
IV. METHOD
Chat utterances are in unstructured format. Chatters are free to use their personal communication style as long as both parties can commit to an understanding. Because of the free communication style, every corpus has its own structure. Chat utterances come from simple sentences that may contain only one clause, and they can be as short as one word such as hello, yes, ok, and bye. However, most of the utterances come with a subject, a predicate, and some modifiers [12] .
Words, also known as lexicons, are the fundamental building block of language regardless spoken, signed, or written. This research aims to identify cues that would suggest criminal elements in every word of suspect and victim utterances. Figure 2 illustrates the main process of lexical criminal identification adopted by this research. Tokenization is a process to structure each word (lexicon) in suspect and victim utterances. The purpose of tokenization of the utterance is to split or separate text messages into lexicon so that it easy to identify each lexicon or words. For each utterance, each lexicon within the utterance is automatically assigned with serial utterance numbers. The example of tagging the serial number for each lexicon involved during their chatting is shown in Table 3 . 
B. Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging
In recent years, successful POS taggers in NLP community are the Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based TnT tagger [2] , the Transformation-based Learning (TBL) taggers [3] , and several variants of the Maximum Entropy (ME) taggers [17] . In this research, we consider POS tagging for chatting based on lexical, similar to most of previous works. A general discussion of lexical n-gram taggers can be found in Jurafsky and Martin [12] , and Bird et. al [4] .
Parts of speech are the eight basic types of words consist in English language, for example nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections. Parts of speech explain the ways words can be used in various contexts. Every word in the English language functions as at least one part of speech; many words can serve, at different times, as two or more parts of speech, depending on the context. In this research, we propose a new type of word, which is the article. Also, we advocate for tagging of emoticons such as smiley face like ☺ that is frequently encountered in a chat. Since emoticons convey emotion, we treat them as individual tokens and tagged as interjection [10] .
C. Criminal Interrogative Elements
The criminal interrogative elements are lexicons used as identifiers in the process of answering interrogatively the question within the text in unstructured data. We use the lexicon interrogative analysis of what, who, when, where, why and how. The purpose of lexicon identifier is to get the underlying meaning of each lexicon that may convey criminal elements. Below are the interrogatives and their functionalities upon the criminal investigation entities:
Criminal entity:
Who -suspect, victim What -the intention of the chatting How -(by using verb/auxiliary verb, noun related) -the incident happen -use bank transaction for transferring the money -meeting at the certain location -personal information -feeling and emotional during the conversation
Evidence entity:
When -date, time Where -location, place, name of banking institutions, home addresses, account numbers, amount, telephone numbers Table 4 shows the interrogatives corresponding to each lexicon in finding the underlying meaning based on the utterance constructs. This research used Microsoft Access as the database to store utterances in the criminal chatting corpus. A tokenization is performed to segment the unstructured data into lines of utterances, and further into lexicons. Subsequently, the case format is defined, either the lexicon will hold digit, lower, upper or toggle cases. Each lexicon is assigned with automated serial number according to line, utterance, and token numbers.
Chart 1 shows the POS tagging for each case involved in the experiment. Most of the POS tags used in the conversation is pronoun followed by verb and noun. The rest of POS structures commonly used to complete the set of utterances are shown in Chart 2.
Chart 1: Part-of-Speech Tagging by Cases Chart 2 : Summary Part-of-Speech Tagging POS tagging is the process of marking up the lexicon in utterance corresponding to a particular parts of speech. Because the chatting corpus are unstructured in nature, we used commonly eight parts of speech English structure added with modal, auxiliary, letter, and digit in effort to be more specific as well as interjections.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that are used to disambiguate parts of speech involve with counting cases and making table of the probabilities of certain sequences. For example, once an article such as 'the' is found, the probability of the next word is noun is 40% of the time, an adjective is 40%, and a number is 20%. Furthermore, HMMs can also suggest whether the lexicon is more likely a noun than a verb or a modal.
The result from criminal interrogative construct is the most important process to analyze specific lexicon corresponding to the selected suspect or victim utterance involved. Criminal interrogative construct is used to prepare for evidence construction in chatting criminal investigation. Table 5 shows the accuracy of criminal interrogative classification by using Bayesian networks classifier and Maximum Entropy classifier. Table 5 , who refers to people involved in conversation, which are the suspect and victim as the main player in the chatting cases. Where and when state the specific location or places that the event occurred. How, what, and why are used in a number of lexicon to complete the learning set of experiment. Most of the classification tasks reached a very high accuracy, hence, can be used to build the evidence constructs.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, unstructured chatting data with the absence of structure and essential rules of English grammar makes it difficult to justify the correct parts of speech for POS tagging. However, the combined eight common parts of speech in English structure and additional three criteria makes the complete set of tagging with classification accuracy of interrogative criminal construct close to almost 100%. As for future work, we will consider interjections of English structure and emoticons that express the emotion and behaviors of suspect and victim during their chatting session.
